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WinninG With
Online ReviewS

A Case study for Real estate Professionals and Brokerages
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Building a reliable collection of online reviews is one of the most powerful ways for real 
estate professionals to establish trust with new clients. That’s because even clients who 
were referred by a friend or family member will take the time to search out a little bit more 
information about you – after all, buying or selling a home is a major decision that most 
people don’t take lightly.

But in case you’re not quite convinced about the importance of online reviews, this article will 
go over a few of the biggest benefits, and then jump into some case studies of some of the 
agents and brokerages who are experiencing great results from their RankMyAgent profiles.

Benefits of Collecting Reviews

Too frequently, real estate professionals tell us that they haven’t focused on building a 
collection of online reviews because it’s “pointless” or a “waste of time”, but that couldn’t 
be any further from the truth. Your online reputation is one of your most valuable assets in 
today’s connected marketplace, and reliable testimonials from past clients are the very core 
of your digital presence.
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What are a few of the biggest benefits of collecting online reviews?

1. Positive reviews are like free advertising – except unlike ad buys, billboards, and other 
outreach channels, these reviews will be working to bring in new clients essentially 
forever.

2. Online reviews make you appear personable – more than just a business – to prospective 
clients. That’s because reliable online reviews carry just as much weight as a word-of-
mouth referral from a friend or family member.

3. when a buyer or seller receives a recommendation for a real estate professional, one of 
the first things that most people will do is to search online for more in-depth feedback. 
Online reviews can help you establish trust with potential clients and validate any references 
they’ve already heard.

4. Reviews provide great SEO benefits and make it easier for prospective clients to find you 
on search engines like Google, Yahoo, and Bing.

5. not all reviews will be entirely positive, and that’s okay: negative feedback can provide 
constructive advice for improving your business, as well as give you the opportunity to 
showcase your problem-solving and customer service skills.

http://searchengineland.com/88-consumers-trust-online-reviews-much-personal-recommendations-195803
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worried that even if you began collecting reviews today, it would take a long time to start 
seeing any results? This is another common misconception. even having just a few reviews 
on your RankMyAgent profile can be a huge step towards establishing trust with potential 
clients. 

When you’re being searched for on Google, having your review profile pop up at the top of 
the search results – even if it only has a few testimonials to your service – can help validate 
the good things that the searcher has already heard about you.
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The Business of Reviews Is Booming

Visitors who read reviews are 68% more likely 
to convert to a sale 4

Plus, There’s all these other Benefits
Increased 
visibility

Engage 
clients

Gain insights 
that can help 
you improve 
your business

Improve Your 
Reputation

Generate 
Leads to Drive 
More Revenue

5

5. T3experts Summit 2015 - http://t3experts.com
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Case Study – 4 Real Estate Professionals
Ready to see how some of the most successful real estate professionals are utilizing the 
RankMyAgent platform? Here are five case studies of real estate professionals who have 
already established a healthy online presence thanks to their profile. 

Ben Sweet – 63 reviews – RE/MAX House of Real Estate

Ben Sweet has been an award-winning Calgary Realtor® for nearly 15 years. 
As one of Calgary’s Top 5% of Realtors®, Ben knows exactly what his clients 
want: responsive, knowledgeable service that helps them get the best deal 
possible in their real estate transaction. 

what does Ben Sweet think about RankMyAgent? “i have only been using Rankmyagent.com 
for a few months now and the leads keep coming in. even if a possible client likes your website, 
or videos, or Facebook page they are still going to want a 3rd party review of you, and more 
than one. The fact that RankMyAgent reviews all reviews, and verifies the information, it 
protects you and also makes you look even better as it’s not on your site – it’s theirs. Honestly 
RankMyAgent is not just another marketing tool, it is truly a Pillar of the new age of real 
estate marketing.” says Ben.

So far, Ben has collected 63 positive reviews from past clients on RankMyAgent. 
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Sarah Kavoosi – 37 reviews - RE/MAX Hallmark York Group Realty Ltd

As a Re/MAX Hall of Fame member, Sarah Kavoosi knows exactly what it 
takes to keep her clients happy: extensive knowledge of her market and a 
strong dedication to providing the highest level of service possible. 

what’s her secret? According to Sarah, “i look at helping my clients in buying or selling as 
if i am doing it for myself, thus, choosing well and giving them the best advice and service 
possible.”

As of the time of this study, Sarah has collected 37 reviews on RankMyAgent.

Sarah says “i joined RankMyAgent to allow my clients to share comments about their experience 
working with me. The overwhelmingly positive feedback that I regularly receive, confirms 
that my reputation is strong; and i want buyers and sellers to see that they too can have 
confidence that I will do my absolute best to meet and exceed their real estate expectations.“
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Stone Sisters Group – 33 reviews – RE/MAX Kelowna

with nearly three decades of combined experience, Tamara and Shannon 
Stone, otherwise known as the Stone Sisters Group, are true experts when it 
comes to Kelowna real estate and the surrounding Okanagan valley region. in 

fact, they’ve held the title of Kelowna’s Best Realtors® for two years running.

How do they do it? Perhaps it’s their in-depth understanding of current market conditions and 
opportunities, or maybe it’s their excellent negotiation skills – according to the Stone Sisters, 
“Our parents taught us to be honest with people, to bring value, to negotiate really well, and 
to help people.”

And so far, it looks like that strategy is working: The Stone Sisters Group has already collected 
33 excellent reviews on their RankMyAgent profile.

Find out more about how they Rock Online Reviews here 

(https://rankmyagent.com/rock-online-reviews-advice-stone-sisters/)
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Key 'Takeaways' From Research

92% of consumers now 
read online reviews 
(vs. 88% in 2014)

40% of consumers form an 
opinion by reading just 1-3 
reviews (vs. 29% in 2014)

source: https://www.brightlocal.com/learn/local-consumer-review-survey/
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Eric Dennis – 41 reviews – RE/MAX First Realty

Calgary Realtor® Eric Dennis is no stranger to success. As a Certified Calgary 
Condominium Specialist, he has established a reputation as an expert in his 
local condo market. And when prospective clients search eric out online, 
what do they find? Plenty of great feedback throughout the 38 reviews he’s 

received so far on his RankMyAgent profile.

His success is no coincidence – it’s a testament to his hard work and dedication to his clients. 
in the words of eric, “i pride myself in being in a service industry that’s ultimate goal is to 
help clients, however i always strive to keep my clients best interests at heart.”

eric says  “i have been using Rank My Agent for just under 2 years and the results are amazing. 
My clients are happy to Rank me and provide feedback which is great so i know where i can 
improve, also i have closed 7 deals because they found on me on Rank My Agent. Thank 
you RankMyAgent”
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Case Study – Leading Brokerages

it isn’t only individual agents and teams that are using RankMyAgent to grow their online 
reputation: tons of brokerages are also taking advantage of the platform to highlight their 
agents’ quality of service and performance.

Here are a few examples of how RankMyAgent can help your brokerage attract new clients 
through online reviews:

RE/MAX River City

As one of the leading brokerages in Alberta, Re/MAX River City knows how 
important a positive reputation is. with more than 130 Realtors® spread 
across three offices in Edmonton and Beaumont, it’s important that they 
have a system in place to monitor their team’s performance.

“Re/MAX River City generates premium results largely due to our high levels of customer 
satisfaction. RankMyAgent.com allows our associates to gather consumer feedback and lets the 
rest of the community know how well we are performing through a third-party process ensuring 
transparency and authenticity,” says Shami Sandhu, broker-owner of Re/MAX River City.

Re/MAX River city has over 100 reviews on the platform.
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Boasting a roster of nearly 150 experienced and successful agents, Re/MAX Kelowna is proud 
to have earned the titles of “#1 RE/MAX Office in British Columbia” and #2 RE/MAX Office 
in western Canada”.

in the words of Re/MAX Kelowna broker-owner Cliff Shillington, “in today’s digital world, 
building and maintaining a strong online presence is of high priority for all real estate 
professionals under the Re/MAX Kelowna brokerage. RankMyAgent.com provides our agents 
with the opportunity to directly connect with buyers and sellers while being recognized for 
their excellent service and deep understanding of the Kelowna market.” 

Re/MAX Kelowna professionals have close to 200 reviews and survey results on the platform.

Kelowna
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with more than 30 years of experience in the Calgary area, Re/MAX 
House of Real estate has gained plenty of loyal clients over the decades. 
what continues to draw new buyers and sellers to their brokerage 
year-after-year? Maybe it’s their team’s strong dedication to providing 
personalized, high-value service.

“At Re/MAX House of Real estate Calgary, we have a long history of 
providing a high-touch real estate experience. it was essential for us 
to find a technology partner that did not sacrifice our core values, and 
RankMyAgent.com is a perfect fit. The customer-centric technology 
works to amplify our business, building our communication strategies 
and giving our agents a competitive edge in a crowded market,” says 
Afshin Devani, President of Re/MAX House of Real estate Calgary.

Re/MAX House of Real estate have 300 reviews on the platform.
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Driving New Business with Online Reviews

Online reviews are nothing new – thousands of real estate professionals are already leveraging 
them to drive new business and grow their online presence. if you haven’t yet begun to focus 
on building a collection of online reviews for your personal brand or brokerage, it’s not too 
late to start. But just remember: every day that you wait is another day of leaving your online 
reputation – and what prospective clients read about you – to chance.

To get started, visit RankMyAgent.com

https://rankmyagent.com/



